Information Literacy Instruction

This fall, librarians will be presenting an “Evaluating Sources” activity to every IDS 1200 section. This activity aligns with the critical thinking assessment rubric criteria of evaluating evidence, context and assumptions.

Additional instruction on information literacy concepts is available to in-person and online courses. To request information literacy instruction, please contact your library liaison. For more information visit: libguides.aurora.edu/ForFaculty

Reserves at Phillips Library

Instructors can place Phillips Library materials or personal copies of books on reserve. Reserve items can be found using the catalog or “Course Reserves” link on the library’s homepage. To place materials on reserve, bring items to the Information Desk or contact Bronwen Heneghan, Electronic Resources Librarian, at bheneghan@aurora.edu or x5525.

Phillips Library has purchased and placed on reserve every required text in each section of IDS 1200 and ENG 1000.

Special Collections

- Discover What Matters: Titles that focus on finding one’s vocation, how to be a successful college student, citation and writing guides, study materials for standardized tests, and required texts for IDS 1200 and ENG 1000.
- New Book Shelf: Highlights materials recently added to our collection.
- Rotating display curated by Kelsey Keneally (English, Psychology December 2020). This month: Graphic Novels. Up next: Step out of your

Coming Soon

A new library catalog is coming soon! Over the next year, librarians will be hard at work transitioning to a new interface for the I-Share catalog. Expect more details throughout the academic year. Official launch will be summer 2020.

Questions?
Contact Allyson Palagi at apalagi@aurora.edu
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